11TH MBSSKL CHESS OPEN TOURNAMENT 2016
NATIONAL RATED EVENT

DATE: 16 JULY 2016 [SATURDAY]
TIME: 0730 – 1730
VENUE: DEWAN SMK (L) METHODIST, JALAN HANG JEBAT, KL
ORGANISER: MBSSKL CHESS CLUB
ARBITER: IA LIM TSE PIN

CATEGORIES: U-20 OPEN AND U-12
SCHEDULE: REGISTRATION 0800 > R1 0900 > R2 1010 > R3 1120 >
LUNCH 1210 > R4 1300 > R5 1400 > R6 1500 > R7 1600 >
PRIZE GIVING 1715
FORMAT: SWISS 7 ROUNDS RAPID PLAY (25 MINUTES EACH)
ENTRY FEE: RM25 FOR MBSSKL STUDENT
RM30 FOR NON-MBSSKL STUDENT

PRIZES [ALL CATEGORIES:CASH + MEDAL]
1ST RM 120
2ND RM 80
3RD RM 60
4TH RM 50
5TH – 6TH RM 40
7TH – 15TH RM 30

BEST AGE GROUP PRIZES [U10, U15]
MOST PROMISING GIRL PRIZE [1ST, 2ND, 3RD]
BEST SCHOOL PRIZES [1ST, 2ND, 3RD]
(Min. 4 players from same school)

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION FOR ALL

CLOSING DATE: 4 JULY 2016 [ONLY THE FIRST 250 ENTRIES ACCEPTED]
ONLINE REGISTRATION: CLICK www.mbsskl.edu.my/home/ FOR ONLINE REGISTRATION AND LIST OF PLAYERS.
REGISTRATION IS COMPLETE ONLY AFTER RECEIPT OF PAYMENT
SEND PROOF OF PAYMENT TO mbschess@gmail.com WITH PLAYER’S NAME + PHONE NUMBER/E-MAIL*
MODE OF PAYMENT: BANK IN TO PERSATUAN CATUR SMK (L) METHODIST KL
MAYBANK ACCOUNT NO: 1640 3428 3940
E-MAIL : MR WOO (mbschess@gmail.com)

CONTACT PERSON: MR WOO KIM TONG (012-6181 406)
MS KAREN PANG LAI PING (017-3792 078)
PN ROSMAWAR BAKAR (013-6947 467)

ENQUIRIES: SCHOOL OFFICE (03-2078 2293)

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR ONLINE REGISTRATION
*REQUIRED
NAME > GENDER > DATE OF BIRTH*
MCR-ID > MCF CHESS RATING
PHONE NO > E-MAIL ADDRESS*
SCHOOL > MEMBER OF MBSSKL CHESS CLUB?*
CATEGORY: U-20 [ BORN 1996 OR AFTER ]*
OR U-12 [ BORN 2004 OR AFTER ]*
ENTRY FEE: RM25 FOR MBSSKL*
OR RM30 FOR NON-MBSSKL STUDENT *
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